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SERIS SECURITY GUARD SAVES YOUNG COUPLE FROM
AGGRESSIVE ATTACK!

On the way to his nightly mobile surveillance task, a SERIS security guard was the first-hand witness
of an aggressive incident. A young couple was being beaten up by two people.
The security guard stopped immediately and took responsibility to protect the couple and to call the
emergency services. The incident took place on the public road and the perpetrators were identified.

Private security offers more social control
“It’s very important that our security guard prevented worse for this young couple. Security guards
often have specific routes and orders, but are also very aware of what is going on or could happen
publically. Due to the new private safety legislation and the corresponding closer cooperation between
public and private security, the main objective is increasing the feeling of the safety of civilians. Neither
the police, nor private guards can be everywhere at once, but optimum cooperation does promote the
safety culture”, according to SERIS CEO Danny Vandormael.

Keep investing in training
“There are no more secrets in the quality of private security for me. Our people are continuously
trained so they are always up-to-date. This goes beyond the statutory training. Dealing with
aggression, detecting radicalisation, verbal and non-verbal behaviour and thorough first aid training
are just a few examples. The citizen must realise that, apart from officials responsible for public order,
private security forces have an important role to fulfil.” concludes Vandormael.

ABOUT SERIS
SERIS, the third greatest Belgian security group, with over 100 years’ experience,
employs 1,900 people across Belgium and realised a turnover of €115 million in 2016.
The SERIS activities (Academy, Monitoring, Logistics, Security and Technology) are all
clear-cut expertise units that can cooperate closely to offer integrated and tailored safety
proposals. SERIS provides fitting security solutions for companies, government agencies
and private individuals.
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